


SINOPSIS 
It is a contemporary circus show that fuses the languages of theater and dance together with aerial acrobatic 
techniques (multi-rope and capillary suspension). It is a sensory experience, between feminine strength, flight and 
the poetry of movement. 

It is the story of a bird woman who wants to fly, freeing herself from the ties that have been imposed on her and 
those that she herself has created. She will need to confront her fears, awaken her instincts, and connect with her 
inner feminine strength through contact with her ancestors and with nature. Women from native peoples and 
defenders of the territory, will guide her. 



Circus Artist form Colombia, professional graduate of the Colombian circus school 
"Escuela Nacional Circo Para Todos (ENCPT) 2009.  

Her especiality is the aerials: rope, tissue, hoop and fix trapeze.  

As student of the Colombian ENCPT circus school, she performed in DELIRIO, a 
renowned salsa show in Cali, they tourned with the show and performed in many 
international locations, including Panama, Madrid, Paris, London and even at the 
Hague in Netherlands.  

She has performed in several productions, such “UN DIA SIN FIN”, we toured to 
Bagnacavallo (Italy) and also in XII Iberoamerican Theater Festival in Bogota.  
She worked with the London production company "Micha Bergese Productions" - 
MBP. Seven month contract in 2010 and 2013-2014 in the cruise line, P&O 
Australia.  

She performed in the beginning of 2013 for 6 months with an Italian circus 
FLorilegio, we tourned in Algeria.  

Co-founder and artist of Colectivo de Paso, interdisciplinary arts (2014- 2015) , 
Bogota. Colombia, with the Play TRAPICHE.  

She was working with the Turkey company Art Group Event doing her solo aerial 
rope act for the summer season in 2016.  

Co-founder and artist of Entretejidos Company, interdisciplinary arts (2018- 2019) 
Spain . Play FLORESTA, doing theater and her solo multi ropes act and neck 
suspension.  

Actually she is living in Madrid, Spain working in her new show ARA, where she is 
mixing theater, dance with aerial techniques (Multiropes and hair suspension). 
This project win doing theater, dance, multiropes act and hair suspension. Winning 
project of the call for artistic residences of the Territorio Circo supported by Scimmie 
volanti, the National Dramatic center and the Circo Price in Madrid.  

Selected to participate in the FIRCO 2020 Ibero-American Festival with her hair 
suspension act. She has participated with her hair suspension number in the galas 
of circus festivals such as Cabeza del Buey 2021, Pista Central (Zaragoza) 2021 
and Malabharia (Lanzarote) 2022. 
She is also dedicated to teaching aerial techniques (rope and fabric) 
Website 
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ARTISTIC FILE
Company: ANDREA RIOS  

Show: ARA 
  

Duration: 45 minutes  

Genre: Contemporary circus  

Aerials ( multi ropes and hair suspension ), theatre and 
dance. 
  

Creation and interpretation: Andrea Rios  

Directed by: Andrea Rios  

External view: Eva Luna  

Costume: Robert Novoa  

Music: Javier  Acosta and Juan Sebastian Bermeo 

Rigging and technician: Samuel Broadhurts  

Audience: Show suitable for all audiences 

Distribution of the audience: Frontal or semicircular  



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Notes: 
It is necessary to have a space enabled on one of the sides of the structure or the anchor point so  
the rigger can move with the hoist system to be able to raise or lower the aerial point. 

It is recommended to present the street version in more intimate spaces or at night so the public can 
have better connect with the show. 

SPACE  

Smooth surface  

Indoors or street performance  

Minimum dimensions:  

5 meters wide, 5 meters deep and 4 
meters high  

Necessary anchor point  

Sound and lights  

Lights: We can design the lights 
depending on the possibilities of the 
place  



CONTACT 

ANDREA RIOS 

www.ciaandrearios.com 

ciaandrearios@gmail.com 

+34684180444 


